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Question: 1
What does LEGATO recommend you configure before enabling journaling in Exchange?
(Choose three)
A. archive tasks
B. shortcut tasks
C. exclusive rules
D. collection rules
E. sample periods
F. retention periods
Answer: C, D, F
Question: 2
Which report provides details about sampling settings and message review group membership?
A. Configuration report
B. Group Activity report
C. Message Detail report
D. Group Membership report
Answer: A
Question: 3
A securities company has 4000 users split between Paris, Zurich, and London. Each site has two
Domino servers and a connection to the internet for incoming and outgoing email. The
connections between the sites are highly-speed and utilization is moderate. What should you do
to ensure that all communications are forwarded to the Emailxtender server?
A. You install Emailxtender in Paris and use EmailXtract to gather all email from all Domain
servers at night when traffic slows down.
B. You install a central EmailXtender server in Paris, Install the EmailEtender Domino installer
on all Domino servers, and configure EmailXtender to pull from all mail servers.
C. You install a central EmailXtender server in Paris, install the listener only on the Paris
servers. You create a task in EmailXtract to pull all email from London and Zurich at night
when traffic slows down.
D. You install an EmailXtender server at each site. Since each site has its own connection to the
internet, this configuration will be required to assure that incoming, outgoing, and site specific
email will be captured.
Answer: B
Question: 4
What is NOT indexed by EmailXtender?
A. Zip files
B. PDF files
C. JPEG files
D. Microsoft Visio documents
E. Microsoft Word documents
Answer: C
Question: 5
Which two statement are true about the Deletion Task? (choose two)
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